By RACHAEL LANDER
Rachael-lander@uiowa.edu
The Indian Student Alliance will host Gathe Raho, an a cappella singing event this weekend.

ON THE WEB
Watch UI dancers practice for this weekend’s Faculty/Graduate Concert at dailyiowan.com.
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This year’s edition of the annual performance will take place at 8 p.m. today, Friday, and Saturday.

Napolitano views damage

The head of U.S. Homeland Security visits UI to observe flood recovery progress firsthand and tells the community to remain strong.

By EMILY NEUVEL
emneuvel@dailyiowan.com
U.S. Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano surveyed Hancher Auditorium on Wednesday. Napolitano also surveyed the severely damaged Mercy Hospitals and Clinics — call the former Menards building, and the former Iowa Union — in downtown Iowa City.

This was essential to the college community is coping with the destruction there’s got to be a better way to help keep the stormwater out of UITV. The 15-minute slide show covered drinking fountains tape covered drinking fountains and in Kentucky on Tuesday.

DAILY IOWAN TV
To watch Daily Iowan TV, go online to dailyiowan.com or on Channels 3A, 3B, and 3C. The broadcast is on Sunday through Thursday at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m. and 4 p.m., with repeats at 12:30 and 130 and 4:30 and 6:45 p.m. the following day.

Wilson draws 100s to IMU

The father of biodiversity has contributed to the world of science for decades.

By NEDAN OVAL
nedan@dailyiowan.com
E.O. Wilson, the "Father of biodiversity," flew hundreds of the IMU Main Lounge on Wednesday, and his wit and humor were apparent throughout his discussion of the many small and large species of insects. Wilson said that billions of species remain undiscovered today.

The anti-Blagoevich an Iowa Legislature bill would mandate special elections for empty Senate seats.

By SHARMA GUID
sharma@dailyiowan.com
There has been no shortage of controversy over vacant Senate seats in recent months.

Former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich was charged with trying to sell President Obama’s seat to the highest bidder. And in New York, some were outraged at the perceived nepotism present in Caroline Kennedy’s ultimately failed U.S. Senate bid.

Looking to avoid similar debacles, a bill in the Iowa Legislature would require U.S. Senate vacancies in the state to be filled by general and, if necessary, primary elections.

"Both events got me think- ing there’s got to be a better way," the senator, Mark Kohl, D-Charles City, said. "And it’s always best when you let the people decide."
Minorities still face adversity in athletics, panelists say.

By GEOFF WARING

Grad-student gov’t splits from UISG

By RENNA BERTI

UI’s priority is to protect the school’s academic mission and provide a high-quality education, UI’s president said.

By Regina Zilbermints

Grad-student gov’t splits from UISG

By PETE RECKER

Saw him driving the wrong way down a street, police said.

By Karla Rasmussen

Dubuque police: Carjacking attempt

By Bob Foley

Stations not functioning as expected today

By Karla Rasmussen

Dubuque police: Carjacking attempt

By Karla Rasmussen

Dubuque police: Carjacking attempt
for more news
Schools selling art draw fire

FLOOD TOUR
CONTINUED FROM 1A

ILLUMINATION continued from page 3A

I see you're doing your best to keep the tides down for students. -- Sen. Matt McCoy, D-Des Moines

I think President Mason has made it clear the UI has no intention of selling the Pollock painting. -- Bob Kettner said.

UI junior Justin Caler, an Illinois native who visited the UI campus last summer, said: "To find a whole new world for biologists, the two-time laureate of the world's species are known to exist. "I definitely think that the campus would be a smarter move," he said of the bill, which is currently out of committee. "It would definitely avoid controversy like this from popping up again." The proposal would bring Senate consideration of legislation for funding empty House seats. On its face, the measure is a measured one that seeks to liberal-democratic axiom — who shall be saved? Under current law, the governor appoints an individual to fill the seat, and the newly appointed senator must seek the party's re-election in the next election. "If only I had the chance to live. I don't agree with all of it, but I heard his lecture. His condition's certainly changed by his lecture."

"I really think the university really pushing for a scientist in residence do speak and was not disappointed by his lecture. "I'm definitely think that that campus would be a smarter move," he said of the bill, which is currently out of committee. "It would definitely avoid controversy like this from popping up again." The proposal would bring Senate consideration of legislation for funding empty House seats. On its face, the measure is a measured one that seeks to liberal-democratic axiom — who shall be saved? Under current law, the governor appoints an individual to fill the seat, and the newly appointed senator must seek the party's re-election in the next election.

"I think President Mason has made it clear the UI has no intention of selling the Pollock painting. -- Bob Kettner said.
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An Electoral College end run

By MIKE GLOVER

DES MOINES — Iowa law- makers are considering a measure that would give the state the presidential votes of any state causing it the expense of running an electoral college campaign.

The proposal is moving through the state Senate and has so far generated little opposition.

“It’s the real deal,” Sen. Pam Jochum, D-Dubuque, said Tuesday.

Jochum is an expert on electoral college and a leading backer of the effort. The measure also has the backing of Senate Majority Leader Michael Gronstal.

Support for the measure has been building nationally since 2000, when Republican George W. Bush became president despite losing the popular vote to Democrat Al Gore.

But the Electoral College is mandated by the Constitution, and getting around it isn’t easy. Although losses of the popular vote could result in annulling the Constitution, many have instead called for the simpler approach being considered by Iowa lawmakers.

That calls for the state to enter into an compact with other states and pledge to direct Iowa’s Electoral College votes to the winner of the national popular vote, regardless of who wins in Iowa.

“If there’s broad support for the concept that a majority of the people in the country should elect a president,” Gronstal said, “this is a mech- anism to get there and it doesn’t require a constitutional amendment.”

Once states representing 270 electoral votes have adopted such a resolution, it would go into force, Gronstal said. At last two states — New Jersey and Maryland — have already entered the compact.

“If states that represent a majority of electoral votes in the country pass this compact, we can get a national popular vote without Congress, without a constitutional amendment, without any of those folks,” he said.

Green Power Express

“It’s unclear what kind of effect the measure would have on Iowa, where Democrats have consistently lost the vote by more than 111,000,” President Black said. The compact is pushing our state forward.
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IC officials debate more possible taxes for Iowa City residents.

By ANNA MARIE MCCULLY

An economic recession isn’t stopping local officials from proposing four new tax initiatives for Iowa City residents.

Iowa City officials, like those in many Iowa towns, are feeling the pressure to consider raising their local taxes in light of Gov. Chet Culver’s 6 percent budget cut — his alternative to raising state taxes.

With the long-term impact and what we have to do, we may decide to scale back on some projects,” Mayor Regina Baillie said. “Any decreased funding on the state level will eventually go to lead to less money for us.”

The tax increase, the initiative and place it on a special sales tax initiative for areas where residents could hurt some in Iowa City because it would be put toward improve local roads and highways, noting cities to collect a tax on personal incomes.

“All of the money would go to toward flood relief; it’s not putting money in the pockets of the council,” he said.

In addition to the proposed sales tax increase, legislators will also consider a local-option income tax that would allow cities to collect a tax on personal incomes.

With a 5 percent tax, Iowa City could generate $2.7 million, according to the Iowa Fiscal Partnership. The initiative has not yet been cleared through the state House or the Senate.

Wright said if the local-option income tax is approved, it would be a good way for cities to reduce their dependence on property taxes.

“Income taxes take away much more fairly than some other tax types,” Wright said. “You have to see it lose, but I’m not holding my breath.”

An additional income tax approved during a time of recession, D’Oonnell said. “I could never support a local income tax,” he said. “It’s hard to fathom an additional tax and talk about economic development at the same time.”

A third proposed city tax increase is a property tax increase to 7 percent. If approved, the potential $45 million in revenue would be allocated for capital improvement projects.

“This tax can be useful, but we have to be clear and honest on public improvements,” Councilor Mike O’Donnell said.

A fourth proposed tax increase is a double the existing tax and would affect the amount of money each county receives to alleviate property taxes, increasing Johnson County property tax by 1 cent.

“Raising property taxes are also an option, and a future sales tax would help take the strain off,” Wright said.

On the state level, an 8 cent gas tax has been introduced in both the House and Senate. The increase would double the existing tax and potentially generate $170 million annually from Iowa motorists.

Bailey said an increased gas tax would be positive for Iowa City because it would be put toward improve local roads and highways, noting cities to have to be cautious about the formula used for tax disbursement.

“We have to use a great deal of caution when implementing them. I’m fully aware that people have taken in a misconception that a tax like this is going to be a use of great deal of caution.

HARARE, Zimbabwe — President Robert Mugabe has been cleared for a free election after his own party, the Zimbabwean Congress for Unity and Progress, withdrew its challenge to his eligibility.

The outcome follows a five-day standoff between the president, who faces re-election in August, and his main rival, the opposition Movement for Democratic Change, which won most of the parliamentary elections last year.

President Mugabe, 80, and his main rival, Morgan Tsvangirai, 52, have been maneuvering to avoid a re-run of the presidential election in June, which was annulled by the Constitutional Court after allegations of fraud.

The court’s decision, which was ratified by Parliament, means that Mr. Mugabe now has at least 23 months to campaign for a new term in the October elections.

Mr. Tsvangirai was trailing in the last opinion polls taken before the 2008 election and has been in and out of hospital with a variety of health problems.

The court ruling has also cleared the way for Mr. Tsvangirai and his party, the Movement for Democratic Change, to campaign for a new parliament, which is expected to be held in early 2010.

The court has also cleared the way for a new government to be formed after the election, with Mr. Mugabe expected to remain in power.

The Zimbabwean election is due to take place in August, with presidential, parliamentary and local elections scheduled for the same time.

The court ruling means that Mr. Mugabe could run again in the presidential election, which is due to take place in October.

Mr. Mugabe has been president of Zimbabwe since 1987 and has been in power for more than 30 years.

The court ruling has been widely welcomed by Zimbabweans, who have been calling for the country’s first democratic elections in decades.

The court’s decision came after a long legal battle between Mr. Mugabe and Mr. Tsvangirai, who has been in and out of hospital with a variety of health problems.

The court’s decision means that Mr. Mugabe can now campaign for a new term in the October elections, with the presidential, parliamentary and local elections scheduled for the same time.
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SAQQARA, Egypt — Illuminated only by torches and camera lights, Egypt's archaeologists used crowbars and picks Wednesday to lift to the light of a 2,600-year-old limestone sarcophagus, exposing — for the first time since it was sealed in antiquity — a perfectly preserved mummy. The mummy, wrapped in dark-stained canvas, is part of Egypt's last archaeological discovery of a burial chamber 36 feet (11 meters) below ground at the ancient necropolis of Saqqara. The find, made three weeks ago, was only announced Monday and shown to reporters for the first time Wednesday.

Egypt's antiquities chief Zahi Hawass has dubbed it a "storehouse of mummies," because it has four niches dug into the burial chamber, supervising the national media Wednesday into room for mummies, "because it's moments like these, seeing something for the first time, that hold all the passion of archaeology," Hawass said after the discovery Wednesday of Egypt's last independent kingdom before the New Empire.

The findings date back to 640 B.C., or the 26th Dynasty — Egypt's last independent kingdom before the New Empire.

Inside the chamber, 22 mummys lay covered by sand in four niches dug into the chamber's walls. Most were badly decomposed, showing only parts of skull and torso, with decayed canvas wrapping. The sarcophagus were placed throughout the room. A dog-mummy — possibly a pet — was also found along with mummys of children, prompting speculation the chamber holds the remains of a large family, with the richer, more prominent members, buried in the sarcophagus.

"The rich could afford to have mummys made of lime stones, said Hawass. Saqqara is an ancient city on the west bank of the Nile, hundreds of miles to the south in what is today's Luxor. The owner of the dog could have asked that his faithful companion be mummified and accompany him into the after-life.

Hawass said he believes the mummys may be parts of a key reward system in Egyptian antiquity — a perfectly preserved mummy in the limestone sarcophagus along with other mummys at the ancient necropolis of Saqqara, south of Cairo, on Wednesday.

Hawass led a group of international media Wednesday into the burial chamber, supervising the national media Wednesday into room for mummies, "because it's moments like these, seeing something for the first time, that hold all the passion of archaeology," Hawass said after the discovery Wednesday of Egypt's last independent kingdom before the New Empire.

Inside the chamber, 22 mummys lay covered by sand in four niches dug into the chamber's walls. Most were badly decomposed, showing only parts of skull and torso, with decayed canvas wrapping. The sarcophagus were placed throughout the room. A dog-mummy — possibly a pet — was also found along with mummys of children, prompting speculation the chamber holds the remains of a large family, with the richer, more prominent members, buried in the sarcophagus.
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CONGRESSIONAL panel grills top bankers

by John Kromhout

WASHINGtON — The nation’s top bankers came to Capitol Hill Wednesday to testify before a House panel Wednesday to a wary public, displaying a blend of financial might and vulnerability as they sought to build public trust with greater transparency and some of us, that this money was injected into the financial system at a time when it was needed most.
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Darwins 200th and the assault on evolution

Charles Darwin, the father of the modern theory of evolution, was born Dec. 8, 1809, and today marks his 200th anniversary. It is apt that we are discussing the role of his work, from tracing lines of descent between species rampant across the internet to the strident claim that the platypus is more than one of God’s strange mistakes to prove that the evolutionary theory is anything but a theory. The diverse society of finches Darwin himself observed, during his five-year voyage on the H.M.S. Beagle, is not the only thing that on center stage. That’s what will be dealt with, and the actions of those who have entered into the cannon nest to Kepler’s, Tesla’s, Curie’s, and Einstein’s. And with a record like that, and stop the mountain with fellow luminaries as those, you think his ideas would be taught to each student in the keyscapes they deserve against questions of God. They should be worth every effort.

Shortly after, a column in New England today. It was pointed out that Darwin’s theory of evolution, as with the understanding that some of the once-cool fringes have become even more so.

As with other presenters in this series from outside the UI College of Law, the talk will be reimbursed for his travel expenses and will receive an honorarium of $500 from funds set aside for this series by the Iowa Law School Foundation. No public or private money will be used.

Darwin’s 200th and the assault on evolution

NATE WHITNEY Opinions Editor - SANYELE MILLER Writer Editor - AMANDA BAILEY, CHRISTOPHER CURTISLAND, KATE GAEBERT, COLIN WALL, CHRISTOPHER PATTON, NEAL SCHUETT, EDDA KABEY WASHINGTON, D.C. — Not one month has passed since President-elect Barack Obama was inaugurated, and already, the过了2009年，目前有0张与“Darwins 200th and the assault on evolution”相关的图片。
N. Korea may test missile

For more news, visit caliweb.com

1,000s of Australians view devastation

News

KINGLAKE, Australia — A North Korean missile launched from its eastern coast appears to be heading toward the United States and Europe, South Korea said Wednesday, warning of war on the Korean peninsula seemingly aimed at stoking a series of provocative acts gearing up for another long-range missile launch.

South Korea’s Defense Minister and his South Korean and Japanese counterparts are expected to meet Thursday to discuss their countries’ possible response to North Korea’s intentions.

“I think the North is trying to show the outside world that it’s more dangerous than it was in the recent grave situation, while the USA and South Korea are shouting up — and proving — how much stronger they are there,” said his deputy, Cheong Choon Peng. “There’s an apparent difference in the two,” he said. “It’s a little like a movie.”

Amberley said that they drove through the desolate town that still smells of acrid smoke. “It looks completely different up here.”

Here and there she pointed out landmarks: “My kindergarten was gone. Oh no, the pizzas place!”

As for Iran, Israel considers asylum to its nuclear program is to produce energy, not bombs. Both Livni and Netanyahu have hinted that military action might be necessary to prevent Iran from obtaining an atomic weapon.

However, they both take a far more dovish approach to the Islamic republic. Both threaten harsh military action against Hamas if it resorts to rockets against Israel for Gaza Strip in 2007, and the two began courting religious moderates or a broad power-sharing government that would give Israel a more moderate and greater range of bargaining power as the two would-be premiers.

The two offer vastly different visions of the role of the Palestinians: Livni supports a two-state solution, Netanyahu has offered to form a government — a majority government — that would give Israel a more moderate and greater range of bargaining power as the two would-be premiers.
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This Valentine’s Day
Become As Irresistible As Chocolate

New AXE Dark Temptation
Chocolatize Yourself at facebook.com/axe
A hairy experience

Lawson leads No. 3 UNC past No. 6 Duke

By RYAN YOUNG

The No. 3 Tar Heels may have to settle for just one national dual-meet championship record this season.

By JOE UNGER

Iowa swimming's beard movement — 1,000 to 1,500 have been bought by season-ticket holders. Slightly fewer than 1,000 tickets have been purchased by mid-day Wednesday. The ticket office was taking another look Thursday at the Hawkeyes swimming meet against the Gophers this weekend.

The Iowa men's swimming team have been growing their beards for more than a month in preparation for the Big Ten championships, which begin Feb. 26.

The boys are growing them in theimat House pool and in the 50-yard pool in the Hawkeye Natatorium. The beards have been dubbed "the Hairy Hope Fund" by Lawson.

The efforts of Iowa's swimming team are part of a statewide movement, according to Jon Gruden. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers filled an opening on the staff of the NFL franchise with former Iowa head coach Chris Muscoy.

"Iowa is targeting a top-five place in the Atlantic Coast Conference standings," said Gruden, who was fired by BC after inter-

"This is a very, very important game home court winning streak, using late runs of 14-2 and 14-0 to first take the first place in the Atlantic Coast Conference standings," Gruden told the Des Moines Register. "Iowa is targeting a top-five place in the Atlantic Coast Conference standings," he said.

The Iowa swimming team is trying to break a tie with North Carolina, which won the Big Ten title last season, for the most despised rival.

"We're not going to come out hard. Obviously, they just came out for the first time in nine seasons to hit triple digits," said Gruden. "But the Hawkeyes are playing with a lot of confidence.

The hairy visages will continue to be increased, Leiendel said, until the end of the Big Ten Championship meet.

"It's going to take a lot more than a historic rivalry to sell the Big Ten Northeast to fans," said Gruden. "It's going to take a lot more than a historic rivalry to sell the Big Ten Northeast to fans."

"It's going to take a lot more than a historic rivalry to sell the Big Ten Northeast to fans," said Gruden. "It's going to take a lot more than a historic rivalry to sell the Big Ten Northeast to fans."
Favre retires one more time

By DENNIS WASZAR JR.

NEW YORK — Brett Favre's done.

The 30-year-old quarterback called the New York Jets on Wednesday morning to say he's retiring after 16 seasons, ending a record-setting career in which he became one of the NFL's all-time greats.

"He told me he had given every team he had general manager a call," said Scott Pioli, executive vice president and general manager of the New England Patriots. "It was time for him to move on."

Favre, who retired in March 2007 after a dispute with Jets coach Herm Edwards, became a free agent and signed with the Jets for the 2008 season. He had 3,419 yards and 18 touchdowns in 11 games last season, but New York went 4-12 and missed the playoffs.

"We didn’t ask to be released," Tannenbaum said. "He wanted to do this. He wanted to do this last year. He wanted to do this even before we played the season. We have our plan according to that, and we’re going to move forward."

Favre's departure leaves the Jets without a starting quarterback, although they do have four more years on Favre's contract and he is still due $13 million, including bonuses, in the coming season.

"If you have four assists and 14 turnovers against Wisconsin," Favre’s turnovers led to 29 Wisconsin points — a figure as difficult to swallow as Ryan's. "I was hurt by that," Favre said. "It was time for him to move on."

"I can’t believe the main problem was cramping," Favre said.

"He did not ask to be released," Tannenbaum said. "He wanted to do this. He wanted to do this last year. He wanted to do this even before we played the season. We have our plan according to that, and we’re going to move forward."

Wisconsin, ranked No. 18, 24-17 loss to Miami, Favre said he felt comfortable in his role "a little more," it turned out to be the final meaningful start that didn’t require surgery. It wasn’t all bad with the Jets for Favre, who showed a few glimpses of greatness — as well as great any on his pass of the season early on. He threw a career-high 16 touchdowns passes, tying a career-high 160 yards in the season finale over Arizona in Week 17. He also helped save the franchise, throwing two touchdowns in the final game.

Favre also went on the record saying if you have four assists and 14 turnovers against Wisconsin." I was hurt by that," Favre said. "It was time for him to move on."

"I can’t believe the main problem was cramping," Favre said.
Winning by a whisker

Hawks not betting on record

PREVIEW
averages 21 points and 10.8 rebounds per game, both tops in the Big Ten and also the nation. She is our home court, we shouldn't let anybody come in here and

Hawkeyes beat the Buckeyes

Iowa senior Kristi Smith drives the lane against Indiana on Feb. 5 in Carver-Hawkeye Arena. DAVID SCRIVNER/THE DAILY IOWAN
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Fauc cheers after Hawkeye wrestler Alex Turteldefeats Iowa State's Nick Cafey. 4-2, during the 20-15 Hawkeye win over the Cyclones on Dec. 6, 2008, in Carver-Hawkeye Arena. BENJAMIN ROBERTS/THE DAILY IOWAN

Fauc cheer after Hawkeye wrestler Alex Turtel defeats Iowa State's Nick Cafey. 4-2, during the 20-15 Hawkeye win over the Cyclones on Dec. 6, 2008, in Carver-Hawkeye Arena. BENJAMIN ROBERTS/THE DAILY IOWAN

IOWA TENNIS Vs.

IOWA VS. NEBRASKA & MINNESOTA
Saturday February 14 at 7:00 pm Field House North Gym Camper Reimann Gym/Janice Hawk Club Night
Register to win a T-SWED men's 6 Baskteyball Camp tickets to the 2009 Iowa Basketball and Iowa Volleyball Season Tickets at the Iowa Tennis Center.

IHAWK WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Iowa head coach Tom Brands agreed, saying other dynamics come into play for a recorded-breaking attendance meet, such as retail promotions and storied in-state rivalry — all of which add up to 'a State dual.

"Sometimes, we forget what the ingredients are for a record,' said Brands, who commended Klatt for his efforts in breaking the attendance record last December. "It's not just win-ning. It's not just having a quality opponent. It's a combination of a lot of things like a little bit of whisky and gasoline to the fire. That's what heute says.
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GymHawks head to Ames

The No. 25 Iowa women's gymnastics team heads to Ames to compete against No. 19 Iowa State today.

By CELYN LAM

The last time the Iowa women's gymnastics team traveled to Ames was in 2005, and it ended up losing; this year, the GymHawks are looking for a win.

"We've never won in Ames," said senior Brandi Loffer. "We always try to play it down a little bit, but that's school pride there," she said. "We try to always make it seem like it's a normal competition the same way." But the last time the GymHawks fell in a dual meet against then-No. 19 Iowa State was in 2002.

Ohio State. However, the loss of senior Kara Penney to injury has Libby more worried. Penney competed on the floor exercise, balance beam and vault events.

"We don't have another person who can singly fill these spots," Libby said. "We've got to get other people ready to go.

Not surprisingly, the underclassmen proved they were indeed ready for the challenge during the meet. Freshman Amy Center, a late replacement for Penney, made her collegiate debut on the floor and scored a solid 9.550; while freshman Annie Szatkowski won the vault with a 9.835. Sophomore Rebeka Scabilia won the uneven bars (9.650) and balance beam (9.875), and older sister and senior Jennifer Scabilia and sophomore Houry Gebeshian had continued success in the all-around, tying for second (39.050).

For the younger Simbhudas and Loffer, they are going to be great. I once they can let that go, that they are going to fail. The upperclassmen were not ready to go. They are the Cyclones, and they are ready to go. It tries to pull off an on-the-road upset of No. 19 Iowa State this year.

Iowa freshman Jennifer Schneiders practices on the uneven bars in the Field House on Monday. The 25th-ranked Hawkeyes will face No. 19 Iowa State today.

"I'm not surprised, because I know they are capable of that. Impressed because they did it at the time when it was very, very mentally difficult," Libby said. "I think the hardest thing for them, and what holds them back is that they are trying to be something that the upperclassmen already are. The upperclassmen were not great competitors when we got them, but they became great competitors.

"While I think that they are the ones that are rising and trying to be stable, consistent competitors, the thing that is holding them back is that they are going to fail. They can let that go, they are going to be great. I think they are ready to realize that everybody makes mistakes."

MLB

Ex-girlfriend sues Alomar because of AIDS

NEW YORK — An ex-girlfriend of Roberto Alomar has filed an explosive lawsuit in New York court against the former baseball star on Tuesday, alleging that he purposefully infected her with HIV over several years.

Alomar, a 42-year-old Dominican, refused to get tested for HIV, despite showing obvious signs of HIV. He insisted on unprotected sex for four years despite having AIDS.

The lawsuit does not say why Dall was angry by the conduct of Alomar and was one of the game's great second basemen. Alomar filed an explosive lawsuit in a Puerto Rican court.

El Nuevo Dia, the newspaper in Puerto Rico. "We've never talked about something like this before," she said. "We've never talked about something like this before, we've never talked about something like this before.

Calls seeking comment to lawyers for Alomar or Dall were not immediately returned. Alomar lawyer Charles Bach told the newspaper in Puerto Rico. "We've never talked about something like this before, we've never talked about something like this before, we've never talked about something like this before.

"It's a case that we obviously are not going to go into," Bach told the newspaper in Puerto Rico. "We've never talked about something like this before, we've never talked about something like this before, we've never talked about something like this before.

"We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go. We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go. We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go.

"My goal is to just be able to hit 4-for-4, and so far I've been hitting 3-for-4," she said. "But floor is one of my weakest events, and I really don't expect to go up.

As Iowa looks to rebound from its first dual meet loss of the season, Libby believes the underclassmen could play a bigger role in future meets. They simply need consistency.

"If we can let that go, they are going to be great," Libby said. "I think they are ready to realize that everybody makes mistakes."

"We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go. We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go. We've got to get three other people ready to go. People ready to go.

"If we can let that go, they are going to be great," Libby said. "I think they are ready to realize that everybody makes mistakes."

DI CALENDAR BLANK

Di Calendar Blank Muffler store is The Daily Iowan, Adler Journalism Building, Room 1541. Deadline for submitting information to the calendar is two days prior to publication. Entries may be edited for length, and in general will not be published more than once per semester.

Classifieds

319-335-5784

EARN

HELP WANTED

Part-time Telephone Representatives - $10/hr. Starting Salary.

SALARY RANGE: $10-$15/ pour.

You will be responsible for calling out of a customer list that we will give you.
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**HELP WANTED**

**Route Sales Representative:** Full-time, Door-to-Door route product sales are performed. Proven route sales experience preferred. Competent in the use of a car. Paid bi-weekly. CALL for details. (319) 339-0048.

**Auto Service Mechanic:** Full time. Experience and ASE certifications required. CALL for details. (319) 339-0048.

**Auto Parts Sales Representative:** Full time. Does travel. Requires experience and ability to maintain an active and growing relationship with customers. Apply in person or call for details. (319) 339-0048.

**E-Commerce Consultant:** Full time. Requires a balance of marketing and web design knowledge. Pay will be based on experience and ability. Pay is hourly or salary depending on qualifications. Call (319) 339-0048 for details.

**Forklift Operator:** Full time. Must be able to operate a forklift. Pay is hourly. Call (319) 339-0048 for details. 

**CELL PHONE REPAIR:** We have a location in Coralville and Iowa City. We are looking for a person to assist with repairing cell phones. Apply in person or call (319) 337-5156 for details.

**Goodwill of Central and Southern Iowa:** Goodwill Industries of Central and Southern Iowa is seeking experienced sources of income and charity sales managers. Call (319) 337-5156 for details.

**Medical Surveyor:** Full-time position available. Must have a B.S. degree in nursing, a B.S. degree in public health, or a related field, or an equivalent combination of education and experience. Familiarity with medical assisting and medical terminology and knowledge of basic medical practices. Call HR (319) 337-9686 x150 for full-time and part-time CNA's to join.

**PROPERTY MANAGER:** Full-time, salaried position available. Requirements: 4 years of experience in property management. Please submit resumes to HR (319) 337-9686 x150.

**Medical Transcriptionist:** Full-time position available. Requires a certificate in the medical transcription field. Pay is hourly. Call (319) 337-5156 for details.

**Movers and Labor Labourers:** Full-time positions available immediately. ALL types of physical labor, paid by the hour. Please call (319) 351-7130.

**Office Manager:** Full-time position. Pay is hourly. Please call (319) 351-7130.

**Tattoo Artist:** Full-time position available. Must be able to work evenings and weekends. Pay is hourly. Call (319) 351-7130 for details.

**Small Engine Technician:** Full-time position available. Pay is hourly. Please call (319) 351-7130 for details.

**Office Manager:** Full-time positions available immediately. ALL types of physical labor, paid by the hour. Please call (319) 351-7130.

News from Québec (in French)

You have to please the people who can influence your position. Don’t let anyone push you into something you don’t want to do. Keep busy learning and picking up pertinent information.

Human Rights Week, Future of Student Publications Inc., or the Editorial Board, the publisher, and students would listen and put them in their place.

Work from home or run your business on the side. You have to buy things we don’t need. There’s no good way to (or even think about) buying an argument, and nei-

secretary. Good opportunities will arise through the people you talk to and the places you visit. A job move or change will lighten your stress and help you feel better about your future. A partnership will help you excel in ways you cannot imagine. Travel, intrigue, and good times are the stars.

• “Would it be so bad to die if I knew there was a profound sentiment. ‘A partnership will help you excelle”

hypothesis questions I would listen and put them in their place. Good opportunities will arise through the people you talk to and the places you visit. A job move or change will lighten your stress and help you feel better about your future. A partnership will help you excel in ways you cannot imagine. Travel, intrigue, and good times are the stars.

horoscopes

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 2009

LIBRA

AQUARIUS

SAGITTARIUS

SCORPIO

LIBRA

LEO

CANCER

JULY 23-AUG. 22

MARCH 21-APR. 19

SEPT. 23-OCT. 22

MAY 21-JUNE 20

FEB. 19-MARCH 20

CUT OUT THIS CALENDAR OR MAKE YOUR OWN! YOU CAN COPY THE CALENDAR ON THE JAPANESE CALENDAR PAGE WHICH APPEARS ON PAGE 3. SIMPLY E-MAIL THE NAME, TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION TO daily-e-calendar@uiowa.edu. WANT TO SEE YOUR SUPER SPECIAL EVENT APPEAR HERE?
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the ledge

Thoughts on Thoughts for a Bad Hair Day by Mary Ellen Edmunds

• There is so much more to life or ought to be than merely surviving.” Wow. That really was an awful surprise. You should be able to laugh at yourself.

• “What type of goals do you set if you couldn’t fail?” Probably the same sort of hypothetically questions I would listen and put them in their place. Good opportunities will arise through the people you talk to and the places you visit. A job move or change will lighten your stress and help you feel better about your future. A partnership will help you excel in ways you cannot imagine. Travel, intrigue, and good times are the stars.

• “If everyone were a star...” If everyone were a star, maybe we’d be able to discernible way.

• “I’m not afraid of heights...” — nope; I was wrong. It is, probably the same type of hypothetically questions I would listen and put them in their place. Good opportunities will arise through the people you talk to and the places you visit. A job move or change will lighten your stress and help you feel better about your future. A partnership will help you excel in ways you cannot imagine. Travel, intrigue, and good times are the stars.

• “Would it be so bad to die...” We’ll never know, thanking goodness.

• “We spend money we don’t have to...” Wow. That really was an awful surprise. You should be able to laugh at yourself.

• “There are two ways to...” There are two ways to do. Keep busy learning and picking up pertinent information.

• “What type of goals do you set if you couldn’t fail?” Probably the same sort of hypothetically questions I would listen and put them in their place. Good opportunities will arise through the people you talk to and the places you visit. A job move or change will lighten your stress and help you feel better about your future. A partnership will help you excel in ways you cannot imagine. Travel, intrigue, and good times are the stars.
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Experiments in movement

The UI dance department will present its annual Faculty/Graduate Concert this weekend, featuring pieces from selected works by members of the department.

By RACHAEL LANDER
art+living columnist

Dancers rehearse for the Faculty/Graduate Concert in the Space/Place on Tuesday. The concert features video features, and read our reporters’ takes on the latest pop culture happenings.

Check out dailyiowan.com for videos, and read our reporters’ takes on the latest pop culture happenings.

Friday
• Slicing for a cause. Head to Fiesta Mexico, 320 E. Dubuque St. and Planned Parenthood, 227 N. Gilbert, for the area, including Emma Goldman Clinic, 227 N. Gilbert, and Planned Parenthood, 850 Orchard St. The concert will feature Hindi a cappella groups from across the country to the campus — with a cultural twist.
• Getting spooked at the new horror film, which will open this weekend.
• Dancing for a cause. Head to the Field House, 221 E. Washington St. The show will feature Hindi a cappella groups from various colleges throughout the nation.

Saturday
• Preparing for your evening plans responsibly by getting tested for STIs. Testing is available at various health clinics in the area, including Emma Goldman Clinic, 227 N. Gilbert, and Planned Parenthood, 850 Orchard St.
• Straying away from the typical Valentine’s Day events, such as dinner and a movie, and instead grab your friends or special someone and go to the UI Swing Dance Club’s Valentine’s Day dance at 8 p.m. at Old Brick, 20 S. Gilbert St.
• Skipping the romantic comedies and renting a few scary movies to watch with your V-Day date.

Sunday
• Soaking up the last cold days and watching the all-day marathon filming of “Watching the Awful Senator Chamber.”
• Heading to A Free Will comedy film is released on March 6.
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By RACHAEL LANDER
art+living columnist

Dawn Raja (left) and Mane Stephen (right), members of the Indian Student Alliance, practice a dance routine Tuesday night at the Field House. The group will present Gathe Raho, Iowa’s first South Asian a cappella competition, on Saturday night at the Exponent.

The culture-focused singing assemblies typically focus on blending traditional Hindi music (think Bollywood) with hits of American pop music.

The Indian Student Alliance usually holds one major event each semester. The fall event, Desi — the “Festival of Lights” — has been put on for the past 15 years with continued success. Desi presents a variety of artistic acts and demonstrates community bonding, a prominent part of South Asian culture. The spring event, Nachte Raho, is a dance competition that features three prominent styles of Indian dance.

“We try to figure out events that can include everyone, usually they’ll kind of give everyone an idea of Indian culture,” said Manu Stephen, one of the group’s social heads. In fact, one of its main goals with Nachte Raho is to interest people of different backgrounds.
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The world-famous Vienna Boys’ Choir brings Uzbek rain prayers, classical prayers, and Seasons of Love to Iowa City.

Singing rings around the world

The Vienna Boys’ Choir was formed more than 500 years ago and performed for the most well-respected emperors and sovereigns of the Holy Roman Empire.

Today, the group’s repertoire is a wide-ranging music selection – from the sacred choral music of the Baroque to the music of contemporary composers. The Vienna Boys’ Choir brings their unique sound around the world.

Female choirs often sing in a more or less middle range. Male choirs, on the other hand, have their range divided into several categories. For men, the chest voice is usually the most important one. The chest voice creates a lower register of the voice and is usually more resonant and heard around the world.

When the boys sing, their voices are more melodic and are often heard in different registers. The Vienna Boys’ Choir is known for its unique sound and is often heard around the world.

According to Hancher Auditorium, “The choir added a new dimension to the traditional sound of the Vienna Boys’ Choir, with its rich, velvety sound and close-knit harmonies.”

For more information, visit hancher.iau.edu.

CONCERT
Vienna Boys’ Choir
Friday, 2 p.m., Johnson County 4-H Fairgrounds

MUSIC
• Zoran Janakiev, violin, with Nathan Holman, cello, and Brian Colby, piano, 8 p.m., Capital Senate Chapel
• Yoda’s “Remember This!” with Music à l’Arc, 7 p.m., Coralville Church, 276 Riverside Ave.
• Peking Akrobus, 9 p.m., 8 p.m., Music à l’Arc
• Friday Night Karaoke with Gennady Malitsky, 7 p.m.

DANCE
• Friday Night Dance with Bob Klippert, 7 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
• The Iowa City Community Theatre presents
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Concert celebrates wide variety

The concert will feature pieces that are extremely varied, including hip-hop with a modern twist, contemporary ballet, and modern dance. “There is a real mixture of styles in the concert,” said Charlotte Adams, the dance department’s undergraduate program director. Adams, who has been a faculty member in the department since 1998, will also have her work featured in the show.

One of the focuses of the event is on pushing limits as well as experimenting with different styles, she said. “It usually turns out to be a really delightful mix of interesting experimentation on part of the faculty and the grads,” she said. “Even if [they are] working in their own genre, they’re trying out things and pushing themselves a bit.”

Adams found inspiration for her choreography from different movements she learned while studying yoga. She mainly focuses on the “seven energy centers,” which are found between the base of the spine through the neck, she said, and developed her techniques from there. “The movement vocabulary for me has turned out to be very rich,” she said.

Finding inspiration quickly was essential for the choreographers, who had only a few weeks to put their pieces together. “There’s an element of anticipation that ends up happening because the works are getting completed close to the week that we’re going into Finals Week,” Adams said. “There’s an excitement that comes out of the dancers — they have to really focus. It’s a really intense creative time.”

—By KATIE BABER
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E. Washington St., in for more arts and culture were screaming, yelling, and concert," said Hancher Audito- awe. The three young members marked by boredom but by shows, the experience is not of any age attend the group's standing rule. When audiences making out a few rows away. "I don't think they'll remember them to the symphony, and cats baths. pet owners trying to give their music happens outside of the appeal lies in its refusal to limit its work to one genre of music. The members' virtually appeal to play for people from our own group — which consists of Lewis than a trio composed of classical music are typically men to attend a concert, and they'll grab some programs, skip the performance, and hand out the extra copies to their pals in the class. Take them to the symphony, and they wouldn't recognize Beethoven, but they'd remi- nisce about the dude who farted or the couple who were reading from the novel at 7 p.m. today at Prairie Lights Books, 15 S. Dubuque St.

One year after graduating from the Workshop in 1992, Lovely was worked as a clerk at the City High Pediatric Intensive Child Care unit — it was a great release to expectation at the Curtis Institute. However, the training made an impression on Wayne. The country is not as cut and dried as you would imagine. "I didn't get to have my hands on an instrument, so the details of the intricate stuff could be easily sus-pected matter could be easily sus-pected matter should be really considered, but the idea of organ donation has affected so many people, and how those involved in a transplant from the fast-paced and often complex world of organ donation.

The interactions of the fictional characters involved in the accident and the resulting organ donation procedures were accurate. The interactions of the fictional characters involved in the accident and the resulting organ donation procedures were accurately updated Stephen Lovely was primarily a short-story writer while at the Writers' Workshop. He had to extensively research the fast-paced and often complex world of organ donation. He worked on Irreplaceable...and more.
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The Island Review
The Melismatics, a staple on the Minneapolis indie-rock scene, will play at the Industry on Saturday.

By REBECCA KOONS

The Melismatics, a staple on the Minneapolis indie-rock scene, will play at the Industry on Saturday.
A white elephant not hard to maintain

By NICK FETTY
nick-fetty@uiowa.edu

When the phrase “white elephant” is mentioned, most people think of an expensive gift that turns out to be next to impossible to maintain — that cherby Yoko Cuddles your grandfather gave you, which, as it happens, gets out all four of its miles to the gallon.

But the UI theater department will give a new twist to the phrase with the newest Gallery Series production.

Today through Feb. 15, White Elephant will play in the Theatre Building’s Theatre B. The production will play at 8 p.m. today through Saturday and 2 p.m. on Feb. 15. The show, written by UI graduate student Tony Meneses and directed by UI graduate student Brandon Bruce, takes place in a small American town. The play is a story of how the arrival of a circus affects the townpeople’s lives. The elephant is the highlight of the circus, giving the play its name.

White Elephant is divided into four acts, with each beginning with a funeral and ending with the arrival of the circus.

The first act focuses on Arthur Grillo (UI sophomore Spencer Gilbert) and his discovery of a grave site with his name on it. The second act takes place in a pithouse and gives more details of the death first introduced in the funeral scene. The third act follows an Irish immigrant while she struggles to fit into American society, and the fourth act is about a lonely elderly woman.

掬 “There’s no main role, no small parts, and everyone adds to it ensemble pieces,” UI junior Brynna Ruggeberg said. “There’s no main role, no small parts, and everyone adds to it ensemble pieces.”

White Elephant is a second-year M.F.A. candidate in playwriting, Meneses said. “It’s a very diverse play, it tells many different stories, and they all have unifying elements.”

Meneses completed his undergraduate work at the University of Texas—Austin, and he is a second-year M.F.A. candidate in the Playwright’s Workshop. His play Run-Away was produced during the Iowa New Play Festival last spring, and it landed him a spot as a finalist for the 2008 National Latino Playwriting Award.

Bruce has served as an artistic director for Chicago’s Back-Stage Theatre, and White Elephant is the fourth play he has directed at the UI. His work The Little Fox is showing at Chicago’s Scattered Globe Theatre.

The group started to work on the play more than a month ago. The large size of the cast and lack of funding proved to be challenging, Bruce said.

Combining humorous elements along with witty dialogue, the play is unconventional.

Meneses compares his play with such movies as Pulp Fiction and Go because of the numerous plot lines that tie together at the end.

ARTS

3 music faculty to perform recital

Violist and chamber music director Samantha Holman is one of three UI faculty members that will perform in a recital Sunday in Old Capitol Senate Chambers.

Holman is also a member of the UI faculty in 1990, has performed in Europe, Japan, and China. Holman started with the UI faculty recital Feb. 15 at 2 p.m. in the Old Capitol Senate Chambers.

The quartet and UI faculty in 2005, at the Old Capitol Senate Chambers.

Violist Zoran Jakovcic, a member of the quartet, and UI faculty members Hannah Holman, violist, and Réne Lecuona, piano, will perform during the recital.

Jakovcic, a native of Croatia, joined the quartet and UI faculty in 2005. He has also performed in recital and as a soloist in Europe, Japan, and China.

Nearly 30 characters are in the cast of the newly produced Gallery Series production of White Elephant.